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DAY 1 

 

 

MEIRINGEN 

Right at the back of the Bernese Oberland, at the foot of lake 

Brienz and surrounded by countless mountain peaks there's 

a village called Meiringen. Together with four other 

communities Meiringen builds the Haslital. Tourists all 

around the world visits this popular place with about 5000 

inhabitants. Meiringen is the perfect point of departure for 

many adventures around the Haslital. 

 

 

 

ALPEN TOWER 

In summer the Alpen tower is a perfect point of departure for 

many hikes and for paragliding. And don't miss the display of 

Muggestutz' winter world at the Alpen tower. 

 

 

 

HIKE MUGGESTUTZ – ADVENTURE ON THE DWARF 

TRAIL (1.5H) 

Dwarfes have long been present in our valley and 

Muggestutz is the oldest Hasli dwarf. Some of his adventures 

have been written about and children can relive his 

adventures on the trail between Mägisalp and Bidmi. They 

will enjoy the pinecone drying platform, the eagle swing, the 

caves and much more! 
 

 

 

HIKE MUGGESTUTZ – DWARF TRAIL TO BANNWALD 

(1.25H) 

The second Muggestutz trail takes you from Käserstatt 

across high alpine moors to Balisalp, along an alpine stream 

to Bannwald and then down to the mid-station at Lischen. 

The hands-on activity stations will intrigue your children and 

they will have great fun visiting the dwarf houses, crossing 

the swingbridge or riding on the cable car and much more!  

 Overnight in Meiringen 
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DAY 2 

 

 

BUS RIDE THROUGH THE ROSENLAUI VALLEY 

Panoramic Ride - underway with the Post bus: Framed by 

steep cliffs and snow-topped mountains, the post bus winds 

its way through thick forests and across lush alpine meadows 

on its way up the Rosenlaui valley. The bus brings you from 

Meiringen over the mountain pass Grosse Scheidegg to 

Grindelwald. 
 

 GRINDELWALD 

Grindelwald - the vibrant Eiger village: 

Grindelwald lies at 1034m above sea level, nestled in a 

pristine and unique alpine landscape at the foot of the Eiger’s 

North Face. The village has a special appeal, offering so 

much, despite its unspoilt and allows you to recharge your 

batteries.  

 JOURNEY FROM GRINDELWALD TO MÄNNLICHEN  

 

 

MÄNNLICHEN 

The mountain is a point of departure for countless walks and 

offers a 360° view of the Jungfrau Region. Along high-altitude 

footpaths day-trippers can walk to Alpiglen or Kleine 

Scheidegg. The Liselotte or Royal Walk theme paths have a 

few surprises in store for families. Those wishing to go higher 

up can do the short walk up to Männlichen peak (2,342 m) to 

reach the platform of the Royal Walk - a big crown. 
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HIKE MÄNNLICHEN – KLEINE SCHEIDEGG (1.5H) 

Männlichen has two completely different faces. From the 

Grindelwald valley, the mountain appears as a gentle, green 

slope. When seen from the Lauterbrunnen side, the 

Männlichen appears very different. Here barren grassy 

slopes and craggy rock formations fall steeply away to the 

valley. The views from the long mountain ridge are 

impressive and rich in contrast. The pleasant hike to Kleine 

Scheidegg passes through a wide, well-developed hiking trail 

and usually follows a gentle descent. 
 

 Overnight in Grindelwald 
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DAY 3 

 JOURNEY FROM GRINDELWALD TO JUNGFRAUJOCH  

 JUNGFRAUJOCH – TOP OF EUROPE 

Icy air streams across your face, snow crunches under your 

feet, and the view nearly takes your breath away: on one side 

the view of the Mittelland up to the Vosges, on the other the 

Aletsch glacier, bordered by four thousand metre peaks. 

Standing on the Jungfraujoch 3,454 metres above sea level, 

you can feel it with your first step: this is a different world. It's 

one you have to experience. 

 

 

 JOURNEY FROM JUNGFRAUJOCH  TO WENGEN 

 WENGEN 

Wengen - the car-free village at the foot of the Jungfrau 

You’ll want to linger a while at this traditional, sun-blessed 

spa and family resort at 1274m altitude. The Lauberhorn Trail 

allows you to walk along the route of the famous World Cup 

skiing event. 

 

 Overnight in Wengen 

 

 

DAY 4 

 JOURNEY FROM WENGEN TO GRÜTSCHALP 
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HIKE MOUNTAIN VIEW TRAIL, MÜRREN (2H) 

Follow the Grütschalp - Mürren footpath from Grütschalp 

station 1486 metres above sea level for about 500 metres. 

Then climb up through the woods to Pt. 1767 From here 

onwards follow the footpath via Alpweiden to Allmendhubel 

1907 metres above sea level. 

This walk is really worth making and offers fantastic views of 

the world's unique triumvirate Eiger, Mönch and Jungfrau. 

Unlimited views of the upper Lauterbrunnen valley and into 

the Trümmelbach gorge.  

 

 MÜRREN 

Mürren - The car-free mountain village at Mt. Schilthorn 

This quaint old mountain village at 1634m altitude offers a 

wide range of hikes and excursions to visitors seeking active 

enjoyment of a peaceful, natural environment. The 

neighbouring village Gimmelwald is known for its unspoilt, 

authentic character.  

 

 

SCHILTHORN - PIZ GLORIA 

The most impressive 360° panorama-experience in the Alps 

awaits you here! Enjoy the breathtaking view of the Eiger, 

Mönch and Jungfrau (UNESCO world heritage site) and 

more than 200 other mountain peaks in the 360°-

Restaurant Piz Gloria. On a clear day, you can even see as 

far as the Mont Blanc massif in France and Germany’s 

Black Forest.  

 Departure 
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THANK YOU FOR VISITING THE JUNGFRAU REGION! 

 

 

 

 

   

#JungfrauRegion @jungfrauregion @jungfrauregion @JungfrauRegion 

#Grindelwald @GrindelwaldCH @grindelwald_eiger @GrindelwaldCH 

#Wengen @wengen.swiss @wengen.swiss @WengenSwiss 

#Murren @murrengimmelwald @murrengimmelwald @murren007 

#Lauterbrunnen @Lauterbrunnenvalley @lauterbrunnen @MyLauterbrunnen 

#Haslital @Haslital @haslital.berneroberland @haslital 
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